
WHAT’S NEW 2015



URBAN
Always the talk of the town, Urban is now sparking more conversations with its newly introduced 
22” width. Like the 18.5” wide Urban, the 22” design supports up to 500 lbs. Choose from a DuraSpec 
poly seat or an upholstered seat and combine with either a plastic, upholstered or wood back.

Plus, Urban’s unique DuraSpec poly seat is now available in Sterling Grey on both 18.5” and 22” widths. 
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Extend the line of your designs with EndZone’s lengthened size selections. 
Our contemporary Collaborative table now offers lengths up to 120” without 
a center leg. Tables are available up to 216” with a recessed center leg. 

EndZone’s range of fi nish selection is also growing. Veneer fi nishes enhance 
upscale meeting spaces, while 2mm wood grain edges increase durability in 
high-traffi c areas. 

ENDZONE

Standard Lengths from 72”–216”

Tables more than 120” long require a recessed center leg.





BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Engineered for strength and designed for 
comfort, Dignity2 now offers the option to 
extend side panels to the floor—available 
upholstered or in laminate. 

Replaceable arms can be specifi ed in 
polyurethane or wood, or choose solid 
surface arms for extreme durability!  





NEW VINYL DECALS 
Add a splash of color or detailed graphics to Snowball 3 or Urban wood 
backs with these new vinyl decals. They can be applied in any design or 
color to brighten a space or help create a branded environment.



With our ability to add integrated power to both Drum and 
Cube occasional tables, public areas have never been more 
functional! Add a dash of bold design with the new oval-shaped 
Drum, an occasional table as unique as its space. 

OCCASIONAL TABLES



Match your laminate or veneer top with one of seven new wood 
grain edges. Designed to match our seven standard stains, the 
wood grain 2mm PVC edge adds durability to any table. Available 
for standard table tops or EndZone, these new fi nishes provide 
even more options!

2MM WOOD GRAIN EDGES
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